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MICROFLUIDICS
driving innovation and
streamlining single cell analysis
Microfluidic platforms that harness picodroplet technology (picolitre volume
aqueous droplets in stabilised oil emulsions) are unlocking the potential of
single cell analysis to enable exciting new discoveries and advances with the
potential to transform scientific research, drug development and precision
medicine. These systems compartmentalise single cells and trap their released
molecules, enabling tens of millions of novel single cell tests to be performed
on each biochip per day.

O

ur scientific understanding of cellular processes and signalling pathways has historically been informed by analyses of cellular populations, providing a global appreciation of
molecular responses to external stimuli. However,
this approach is inherently limited as it provides
information only regarding the average response of
the population and doesn’t account for heterogeneity1. Bulk assays also mask the many complex multifunctional processes occurring at a single cellular
level that allow fine tuning of specific biological
responses, such as immunological pathways where
the quality of an individual cell’s response may be
more important than the overall level1-3.
The introduction of single cell analysis technologies has opened up new possibilities for the study
of rare variant cells, found in both naturally occurring and engineered populations4. Examples of
rare cells include circulating tumour cells (CTCs),
antigen-specific lymphocytes within the immune
system and haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)4.
These rare variants, occurring at rates of one in a
million or one in a billion, can reveal insights concerning cancer-causing mutations, novel approach-
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es to treatment, drug resistance and discovery of
new viable medicines5. Single cell analysis has driven a rapid evolution in scientific understanding
regarding cellular variability and differentiation
between tissue types as well as variants within individual tissues. These advances are providing a
deeper appreciation of important variations in
gene expression, cell cycle processes and responses
to specific environmental factors5. Projects such as
the Human Cell Atlas Project are using single cell
techniques to map and explore critical cellular differences within individuals and comparing these
variations across populations6. This work will
highlight critical modifications associated with disease to aid the development of highly efficacious
medicines with improved toxicity profiles6.
In an industry that is becoming increasingly
focused on precision medicines, the biopharmaceutical community has embraced the opportunity of
single cell analysis in both naturally occurring and
engineered cell lines. Molecules such as cytokines
and antibodies represent novel and extremely commercially attractive therapeutic options for the
management of cancers, inflammatory disorders
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and immunological diseases. Monoclonal antibodies are now the fastest growing therapeutic class7,8.
Forecasts suggest that this market will be worth
approximately $125 billion by 20207,8.
Unsurprisingly, many commercial developers are
now seeking the most efficient and precise methods
of monoclonal antibody identification and generation to meet the growing demand and advance this
field of medicine7,8. These types of treatment support a more targeted approach to disease management, but identification of those rare cells producing the highest quality and/or yield of a specific
molecule may require analysis of millions or billions of cells.

Personalised medicine
and improving patient
care
Single cell analysis may bring hope for many people living with life-threatening or limiting diseases, offering a greater degree of precision concerning diagnosis and assessment of prognosis, as well as targeted or individualised treatments9.
Complex diseases, such as cancers, often develop (and progress) as a result of
multiple genetic and epigenetic changes within individual cells. Single cell analysis can
identify specific biomarkers within cellular subsets, allowing focused therapies to be
directed accordingly to eradicate diseased cells within specific tissues9. Genetic or
epigenetic alterations usually occur during the initial stages of disease development,
before symptoms become apparent. Early detection of these changes at the cellular
level may enable prompt treatment of disease, before it has progressed and spread,
when the chances of treatment success are likely to be much greater and lower
(more tolerable) drug doses may be effective.
Drug resistance represents another major therapeutic challenge for clinicians
treating complex multidimensional diseases. It is estimated that 90% of available
drugs are only truly effective in around 40% of patients10. In 2012, calculations suggested that ineffective medicines were costing the US economy alone approximately
$350 billion each year10. This problem is exacerbated by the development of
acquired resistance in patients undergoing treatment over time as further genetic
alterations allow diseased cells to evolve mechanisms of survival in a highly toxic
environment11. However, the introduction of extremely sensitive single cell analysis
techniques can aid the rapid identification of resistance biomarkers to allow alternative or novel treatments to be explored or identified11.These systems recognise biological targets and/or markers in extremely small clinical samples with an exceptional
level of accuracy that traditional diagnostic techniques cannot deliver11.
Innovations in this area will facilitate more efficient diagnosis and better prediction
of treatment outcomes as well as greater confidence concerning selection of therapeutic options12. In addition to the potential benefits for the patient in terms of
treatment efficacy and safety, this approach also supports more efficient use of
healthcare resources in an increasingly financially-constrained environment.
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Optimising analysis: a delicate balance
of throughput and sensitivity
For single cell analysis to be truly commercially
viable, systems and procedures must be optimised
to ensure maximum throughput, reliable automation of complex processes and high quality results.
This represents a costly technical challenge.
Measurement of secretory proteins, such as antibodies, that are released from single cells in a population can be difficult as these molecules quickly
become lost in the ‘molecular soup’ surrounding
the cells. Primary cells (from the human body) can
be fragile and require careful handling.
Conventional techniques are generally unable to
offer the optimal balance of high throughput and
sensitivity required for analysis in such cells.
Flow cytometry or fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) techniques offer very high throughput levels but can be harsh on delicate primary cell
lines as cell suspensions are usually pressure driven
through a flow cell13. Manual techniques such as
limiting dilution (used in commercial monoclonal
antibody production for decades) and clone picking tend to be less abrasive than flow cytometry
but offer relatively inefficient solutions in terms of
throughput13. Clone picking typically allows
approximately 10,000 cellular tests to be completed over a three-week period.
Ongoing frustrations in the biopharmaceutical
industry have led commercial stakeholders to seek
fully-automated, integrated systems that provide
very high throughput alongside delicate handling
of cells with the potential to measure difficult targets, such as secretory proteins. In many cases,
industrial laboratories may use up to four different
single cell processing systems, each offering a partial solution, with samples being passed between
systems to obtain an overall result. Commercial
partners need one system that delivers on every
level; simplifying the process, streamlining
resources and cutting down on waste.

The promise of picodroplet
microfluidics
Microfluidic platforms have provided a welcome
solution for single cell separation, isolation and
analysis, and this approach is becoming increasingly popular within the biopharmaceutical industry13,14. Traditional microfluidic platforms comprise small plastic biochips in which fluids are
pumped through channels, each around 1µm in
depth14. These systems facilitate automated sample testing and innovations have brought various
advances in terms of flow rate regulation, channel
numbers and throughputs14. Isolating single cells
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and/or secreted proteins from the stream of fluid
as it is pumped through the channels can be challenging. However, a recent wave of microfluidic
advances (over the past 10-15 years) has seen the
development of droplet technology, allowing individual cells to be compartmentalised within a
smaller (picolitre volume) droplet or ‘picodroplet’15. This exceptionally powerful and sensitive technique allows single cells to be isolated
from a population of millions and enables accurate detection of rare cell types. Secreted proteins
(eg cytokines, monoclonal antibodies) may be
trapped or compartmentalised within the picodroplets for analysis1,16,17. The picodroplets provide a defined and controlled environment for
each cell that can be manipulated for research or
manufacturing purposes18.
The core technology underpinning picodroplet
microfluidics cleverly fuses established molecular
and bacterial encapsulation techniques with antibody recognition platforms. Sphere Fluidics was
among the first companies to recognise the potential of this approach and to design fully-automated
systems that harness this technology for scientific
and commercial purposes. Areas of study such as
antibiotic resistance, hybridoma screening, drug
resistance in cancer cells and cell signalling are
already benefiting from picodroplet platDrug Discovery World Summer 2018

forms2,5,16-18. Diagnostics, including point-of-care
systems, are also showing promise19,20. These
advances will support earlier diagnosis, improve
the accuracy of testing and increase the potential
for personalised treatment of disease19,20.
The speed of these systems is remarkable; up to
1,000 times faster than manual clone picking procedures, which take a few weeks to analyse
10,000 cells. Modern microfluidic picodroplet
systems can identify novel antibodies in as little as
15 minutes and are able to analyse 40 million
cells within six hours. The overall quality of the
system and the results obtained are also improved
because the platform is much gentler, compared
with flow cytometry; the picodroplet package
acts as a cushion, protecting the cells as they are
pumped around the system. The cells leave the
microfluidic system with a minimal impact on cell
viability, unlike the significantly-decreased viability often seen with FACS, providing better recovery rates. Cell suspensions and adherent cells can
be maintained within a picodroplet for several
days with comparable viability to cells cultured in
conventional flask environments 18. Antibody
measurement is highly specific and extremely fast
using the latest, easy-to-use, integrated and automated systems, which also appeals to biopharmaceutical partners.

Picodroplets being produced
at rates of 100,000 per minute
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New horizons in microfluidics
Genome editing and tissue engineering are emerging areas that are also embracing microfluidic
innovations21,23. Genetic reprogramming of cell
lines, such as stem cells, has generated a number of
excellent in vitro models for research concerning
signalling pathways, cellular behaviour and human
disease24. With traditional methodologies, this
area of research faced similar challenges (in terms
of throughput and specificity) to that of rare cell
detection and isolation. Manual identification of
targets among hundreds of thousands of cells was
limited by excessive costs and resulted in scientists
constraining analyses to lower numbers, making
recognition of specific cell types extremely difficult. Microfluidic techniques have been shown to
improve efficiency of genetic editing and cellular
reprogramming processes by as much as 50-fold24.
The confined and easily regulated microenvironment also results in production of high quality and
durable cell lines.
Pioneering concepts that are taking microfluidic
technology to new levels include the development
of picodroplet fusion that will provide insights
concerning specific cell-cell interactions and pairing. This concept is being adapted for single cell
genome editing studies25,26. Picodroplet fusion
may also facilitate parallel detection procedures (eg
mass spectrometry and functional assays), offering
further efficiencies and allowing in-depth analysis
of precious cellular/tissue samples.
Picodroplet splitting or fission also has the
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potential to enhance the range of technologies in
which microfluidics may be applied26. Splitting
picodroplets may further increase the throughput
of picodroplet production and increase assay sensitivity25.
In addition to human cell analysis, picodroplet
microfluidic systems are demonstrating increasing
value in the exploration of microbial resistance and
biodiversity25. One of the issues associated with
metagenomic analysis of microbial colonies is that
virulent, fast-growing strains can out-grow slower
growing cultures and this diversity is lost when
examining samples using traditional whole genome
amplification (WGA) techniques27. Picodroplet
microfluidic systems separate the different microbial strains for analysis so that insights can be
drawn from each strain independently27.
The applications and possibilities for this technology are expanding rapidly as it becomes adopted more extensively across the academic research
and commercial biopharmaceutical sectors.
Stripping away much of the complexity associated
with multi-process analysis and speeding up delivery of results has opened up new opportunities to
improve understanding of cellular biology and its
application in medicine.

Productive partnerships
A number of exciting collaborations are ongoing in
this area. For example, we are currently working
with researchers to develop a machine that implements high quality, automated, single cell engineering/genome editing using an integrated system within a disposable biochip. Tools such as this will free
researchers from lengthy, manual procedures, allowing them to focus instead on experimental design
and interpretation of results. This tool should also
cut consumable costs by minimally 50-fold.
Many government and commercial stakeholders
have seen the potential of single cell analysis technology and forged partnerships that have nurtured
and driven the development of microfluidic innovations. Much of this work has been supported by
grants from national funding bodies, such as
Innovate UK, as well as biopharmaceutical companies, fuelling the field with the rich and diverse
range of expertise and experience that each partner brings.
Partners have been able to shape the way in which
this technology has developed by sharing insights
concerning the most useful applications for picodroplet microfluidics in their area of work. This has
led to the development of platforms that are tailored
to the needs of the end user, with enhanced features
and functionality that provide optimal results.
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Practical benefits for
commercial users and scientists
In addition to broadening scientific horizons and
revealing novel research applications, this
cutting-edge technology can undoubtedly simplify
and improve the working lives of many people
within the biopharmaceutical and molecular biology industries. Automated and fully-integrated
microfluidic systems remove much of the complexity associated with multi-process analysis. Userfriendly interfaces have been designed and adapted
with the specific needs of commercial scientists in
mind, resulting in a streamlined solution and
removing laborious processes that require multiple
pieces of equipment (each with limited capabilities)
and complicated protocols.
Users are essentially able to initiate analyses at
the touch of button and turn their attention to
other important areas of research with the reassurance that output quality will be maintained, while
the length of time required to complete analysis is
substantially reduced. This broadens the possibilities for scientists working in this area and releases
capacity so that they are empowered to explore
new and interesting areas of research, without the
frustrations or limitations associated with traditional techniques. Companies are also able to make
more effective and strategic use of their scientist’s
expertise, as their time is no longer dominated by
mundane tasks and processes. Significant environmental savings can also be made through reduction
in the use of plastics.

signalling pathways underpinning disease. These
insights will elevate drug discovery and development well beyond current limitations, removing
the widespread application of one-size-fits all therapeutics; bringing an exciting and ground-breaking new generation of potent precision medicines
and accurate diagnostics with the potential to
DDW
transform disease management.
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Making time, realising savings
and benefiting patients
Microfluidic innovations provide many practical
solutions; precious time, money and resources can
be saved through the application of these systems.
The potential benefits of picodroplet microfluidic
platforms are multi-dimensional. As application of
these systems expands, advantages will extend to
those working across the commercial pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors, scientific/academic
researchers, healthcare providers and patients.
Although the possibilities for this technology
are vast from a scientific and commercial perspective, the ultimate goal remains the identification
and acceleration of innovative treatments and
diagnostic tools with the potential to save or
improve the lives of those with debilitating disease. New and interesting disease biomarkers or
biotherapeutic targets can be identified in a fraction of the time, compared with conventional platforms, advancing scientific research and improving our ever-evolving knowledge of the molecular
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